Our first result states that if {zn} interpolates then the Blaschke product for {zn}, written as B(z; zn), has its modulus greater than some positive number tj for points not close to {z"}. More precisely we let y}/(z, zn) = \ (z-z")/(l -z"z)\ be the pseudohyperbolic distance in the disc of z to z". Then we have 
Proof.
Assume there is a sequence {tk} in D and e0>0 so that $(tk, z")^e0 all k and n and that B(th) tends to zero as k tends to infinity. By a result of A. T. Cargo [l, p. 142] we may select a subsequence of {tk}, which we again write as {tk}, so that the Blaschke product A(z)-A(z; tk) formed from the sequence {tk\ has the property that
We have then
Then as in Theorem 1 of [3] we can find functions gi(z) and £2 (2) holomorphic in D and satisfying
The sequence {04(z"))-1} is in /" so there is an fr in Hx satisfying /i(z") = (A(zn))~1, n = 1, 2, 3, • • • . Also we have that
with h holomorphic in D.
Define a holomorphic function f2 on D as follows:
is a bounded holomorphic function. Evaluating /2 on the sequence {tn} shows it is unbounded, which is a contradiction, and so we have the result.
If we are given sequences of distinct points A1= {aH} and A3= {(!"} in D with corresponding Blaschke products 73i(z)=73(z; an) and Biiz) =73(z; /9"), we have the following theorem concerning the normality of the quotient 75i(z) ■ (52(z))_1. as k tends to infinity. By Theorem 1 it must be the case that for some subsequence of ,4i, say {«*"}, we have \p(zkn, a*") tends to zero. Also there must be a subsequence {fijk } with 4/(zjk , fiik ) tending to zero. This shows that il/(ajh , fijt ) tends to zero which is a contradiction to AiUA2 interpolating.
The spherical derivative is bounded by a constant times (1 -| z| 2)_1| dz\ and so / is normal.
We point out that p(/)=p(l//) so that our Theorem 2 can be stated for B2(z)-(5i(z))_1. The referee has pointed out the following equivalence. Setting hi(z) =f(z)Bi(z) and h2(z) =g(z)B2(z) we observe that hi is zero on Ai and one on A2. Similarly h2 is one on Ai and zero on Ai. Using these functions and the hypothesis that Ai and A2 interpolate, we see that AiUA2 interpolates.
Conversely, if AiUA2 is interpolating then there is an/£iP° with fBi = l on Ai. Hence 1-fBi is divisible by B2 and thus one is in the ideal generated by Bi and Bi.
